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ICE HOCKEY·. CROSS.COUNTRY

NETBALL

he food chain is
turned on its head

LEE Valley Lions brought
the curtain down on their
season with a fine per·
formance against eventual
league
runners·up
Basingstoke Buffalo.
Despite succumbing to a
7-4 defeat, the Lions pro·
duced one of their best dis·
plays of the campaign to
give
the
high·flying
Buffalo a mighty scare.
In a game that turned
the food chain on its head,
the Buffalo had to wait
until the tenth minute for
the opening goal against a
depleted Lions side.
The lead did not last for
long, however, as Blair
Dubyk powered a slapshot
from range past the visit·
ing keeper for the equalis·
er, which is how things
stayed until the end of the
first period.
George Alley did bril
liantly between the Lee
Valley pipes to repel most

of the 28 shots that rained
down on his goal.
Three Lions were sent to
the bin for harsh penalties,
and the lack of numbers
throughout the contest
proved
decisive,
Basingstoke netting twice
inside a minute.
Calum Heath pulled one
back before the buzzer, but
there was more bad luck
for the hosts, as Calum
Mathieson was unable to
return to the ice with a
shoulder injury.
Buffalo stretched their
lead but Joe Berry and
Dubyk both found the net
for consolation strikes
A day later, meanwhile,
and the Lions were in
action again against the
Slough Jets.
Lee Valley won the first
period 3-1 and extended
that lead to three goals,
but the Jets flew back to
take a 9·4 victory.

the draw, breezing through
to the semi·finals with
wins in eight of their nine
games.
Five whopping victories
were followed by tighter
wins over Baines and
Wrekin College. Only
Roedean got the better of
them in the group stage.
Unfo rtunately
for
Bancroft, they came up
against a strong Cardinal
Newman outfit and suc·
cumbed 12·7 in the semi-

summer, I have coached
them since they were 11·

Monika Patel, Sophie
Luck, Becky Coomber, Kris

LONDON is not renowned
for its cross country but
every spring its acolytes
can find a stern test in the
shape of Epping Forest's
Orion 15.
I hadn't run such a cross
country race since I was a
schoolboy but the interven·
ing 30 years seemed like
yesterday as I waited for
the off in a muddy field in
Chingford.
This historic race, which
began as a 'constitutional'
run in 1923 by host club
Orion Harriers, offers a
lung busting 15 mile course
which twists and turns and
slithers and slides its way
through London's largest
remaining tract of wood·
land.
The entry letter to the
Orion 15 gives competitors
fair warning of what they
are letting themselves with
a course description of
'hills, forest trails, fields,
hills, horse rides, some
hills and not a little mud.'
No sooner have we slid
around the first bend then
the mud is upon us.
It is, of course, worse for
us slow coaches at t he back
who have to plough their
furrow through the churn·
ing ankle deep morass left
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BAN CROFT'S netballers
produced a series of terrif·
ic displays to claim third
place at the prestigious
national
finals
in
~outhampton at the week
end.
The under-19s team, pic·
t ured, warmed u p for the
event with victory at the
J ohn Kelsall Tournament
at Brentwood School last
Wednesday, defeating the
hosL'; .in the semi·finals
and overcoming King's
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DIVING

Orion 15 run cla ims
a victim .. . and a fan
STEVE WATKINS takes part
in the orton :15. and shares
the experience
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Someone else vainly
grabs at a tree branch
before ending up on their
back.
The brief respite of firm
ground offered by bridle·
ways and snatches of road
is replaced by an assault
course of muddy trails,
water filled ditches, stiles,
ankle turning tree roots'
and hill after lun g gasping
hill.

I'm feel surprisingly
good after what I think is
three miles only to turn the
corner and see the one mile
marker.
I feel the energy drain
out of me at the thought of
another 14 miles as I'm
elbowed into a bramble
bush with a brisk 'make
way, make way.'
I settle into a slow jog·
trot after that and ignore
t he markers after that
along with the forest 's rich
history which includes a
h unting lodge used by
Queen Elizabeth , highway·
m an Dick Turpin's hideout,
a grove of fruit trees nur·
tured
by
Lawrence
of Arabia and a grand
obelisk marling the meridi
an line.
I thankfully make the
nine mile cut·off of one
hour 30 minutes after
which slower runners are
asked to retire and only
remember the remaining
miles seeming to get slower
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